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What’s planned for today? 

Morning Session: 10am-11.30am

• Introduction by Rebecca and Onyeka 

• Context for today’s challenge: Jay 

• London Boroughs: What are they doing with data?

• IG, data quality

• PowerBI Overview, Demo and Q&A with Nat 

• Logistics with sign-in: Nat, Jess, Anna 

Time to complete the challenge: 11.30am-2pm

Presenting back your work: 2-3pm

• Key Takeaways and Learnings from todays session: Onyeka, Becky, Jess, Anna 

• 5 Presenters share their work (2-3minutes): Onyeka 

• Further Learning Resources & Learning Pathways: Nat 



The role of data in Local Authority 
COVID-19 responses             

Jay Saggar, LOTI
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Local Authority data teams have worked 
behind the scenes to support their 
organisations strategic and frontline 
responses to COVID-19



Data in the public 
domain 
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● Daily Dashboard of national figures for 
COVID-19 tests, cases, deaths for the UK

● Latest statistics for NHS Test and Trace 
(England) and coronavirus testing (UK) - 9 
September

● Daily progression dashboard shows both the 
rate of triage for coronavirus (COVID-19) using 
NHS Pathways, and the number of people 
confirmed by a lab to have coronavirus (a 
positive test)

● Daily coronavirus (COVID-19) shielded patient 
dashboard is enabling partner organisations 
across government to support and protect 
those who need shielding at this time

● All other NHS coronavirus dashboards
● Weekly PHE Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID 

-19) Surveillance Report
● ONS, Death registrations and occurrences by 

local authority

Thanks to Anthony Lewis at Ealing for putting this list 
together

Data dashboards

https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/nhs-test-and-trace-statistics-england-weekly-reports
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/nhs-test-and-trace-statistics-england-weekly-reports
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/nhs-test-and-trace-statistics-england-weekly-reports
https://digital.nhs.uk/dashboards/progression-full-width
https://digital.nhs.uk/dashboards/shielded-patient-list-open-data-set#dashboard
https://digital.nhs.uk/dashboards/shielded-patient-list-open-data-set#dashboard
https://digital.nhs.uk/dashboards
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-covid-19-surveillance-reports
https://www.ons.gov.uk/datasets/weekly-deaths-local-authority
https://www.ons.gov.uk/datasets/weekly-deaths-local-authority
https://digital.nhs.uk/dashboards


Restricted Data 
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● NHS digital portal  (SEFT) - allows access to 
Tableau dashboards for Pillar 2 testing, Cases, 111 
Call triaging and SPL list to postcode district.

● PHE Power BI dashboard - Provides access to 
CO-VIS (the interactive map), line list patient 
level data on infection and contact tracing.

● PHE COVID-19 Local Authorities Report Store 

○ PHE, Regional Situational Awareness 
Report 

○ Daily Exceedance Report 
○ PHE Daily LA report

● NHS Test and Trace web-based tool (formerly 
known as CTAS) - the number of confirmed 
cases and contacts reported to the NHS Test and 
Trace system

● NSSS opt in for support service for Clinically 
Extremely Vulnerable (formally Shielding cohort). 
Run by GDS and MHCLG 



How have 
Boroughs used 
COVID-19 data
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Dashboards:

● Dashboard to inform operational 
planning

○ Updated daily
○ Data sets: Local outbreak and NHS 

Line list (restricted)

● Dashboard to inform SLT and Members 
of trends and key issues

○ Updated weekly
○ Data set: a mix of restricted and 

public data

● Public dashboards for resident 
communication on council websites

○ Updated weekly
○ Data sets: public Covid-19 

dashboard data





Contact Tracing
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Contact Tracing

● Receive contact tracing data from PHE
● Enrich using other council data sources 

such as CTAX
● Contact those who the central tracing 

service have not reached after 24 hours
● Offer support to those required to 

isolate
● Update central government contact 

tracing database (CTAS)





Supporting those 
shielding and 

isolating
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Supporting those Shielding and isolating

Shielding
● Receive SPL and NSSS weekly
● Process additions and subtractions
● Notify adult/children's social services if 

required
● Schedule welfare calls and record 

needs
● Refer to correct pathway or service

○ Food support 
○ Prescriptions delivery
○ Finance/benefits support
○ Housing support



Managing and 
mitigating local 

outbreaks
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Managing and mitigating local outbreaks

● Process daily and weekly public and private 
PHE data sets

● Present insights to inform outbreak 
management

● Supporting local business
● Monitor additional data sources such as o2, 

Mastercard and CCTV data to evaluate 
effectiveness of interventions



Challenges
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● New and changing policy
● Data Governance

○ Handling new data sets
○ Unprecedented use cases

● Data quality
○ Data gathered from multiple 

evolving sources
○ Multiple transformations through 

transfers and analysis
○ Deliberate errors in some contact 

tracing data
● Missing and inadequate data 

documentation
● Matching data across multiple sources
● APIs for automating data downloads



Coming next
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● Mass Testing
● New (and better!) central Test and 

Trace system from January
● Vaccine distribution
● Covid Recovery



Power BI – From Data 
to Decisions for 
Everyone
Nat Van Gulck
nathaniel.vangulck@microsoft.com
Power BI Technical Specialist



Why modern Business Intelligence?

∙ Gut feel can no longer be trusted. Pause. Analyse. Act. Changing landscape - COVID-19 and Brexit 
mean staff experience and gut feel cannot be relied on to make decisions. Big and small decisions must 
be supported by sound data analysis by and for everyone.

∙ Let analysts analyse. No more analysts updating reports manually by exporting data from backend 
systems, copying and pasting cells from one Excel workbook to another. 

∙ No more rear-view mirror “monthly” reports. Instant web and mobile access to up-to-date interactive 
reports\dashboards is needed to create a genuine Data Culture.

∙ Integration with productivity tools. Users expect insights at their fingertips not just in yet another 
website.

∙ Single version of the truth. Users need to discover and rapidly slice-and-dice datasets that have been 
certified for use by data stewards.

∙ Cross-agency work. Local Government, NHS and other agency need to work together to improve 
outcomes for citizens. Secure online report sharing is a key part of bridging the divide.



Data Insights

Traditionally we’ve seen an unhealthy tug of war between centralised and decentralised 
Business Intelligence. 

• Centralised: The BI team or IT takes ownership of reporting and publishes out to 
Business Users. This leads to bottlenecks, inflexibility and frustration.

• Decentralised: Business users take matters in their own hands, extract data as flat 
files from core systems and create\share disconnected Excel workbooks. This leads 
to multiple versions of the truth, unsafe data practices and wasted effort.

• Best of both worlds: What if business users can be empowered to derive and share 
their own data insights in a governed and secure fashion?



Microsoft Power Platform

Powe
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Powe
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The low-code platform that spans Office 365, Azure, Dynamics 365, and standalone applications

Innovation anywhere. Unlocks value everywhere.



Power BI: the bridge between data and decisions

Web

Mobile 

Embedded

On-premises

“…”

Excel

PowerPoint

SharePoint

Teams
Cloud data

On-premises 
data

Power Platform



Discover value in any data 

As of April 2020 …and growing





Integrate with Office & Teams

Create, collaborate and
share insights using Office

Seamlessly integrate fully 
interactive reports



Certified data sets accessible in Excel



Teams integration



AI Powered Analytics

Extend with Azure ML 

Integrate into reports Python Integration

R Integration Create ML models

Explore predictions

Sentiment Analysis

Key Phrase Extraction

AI Visualizations

Natural Language

Data Scientists Analysts End users



Enabling users – Q&A Visual

Ask natural language questions and get 
answers in the form of a visual

Consumers can quickly get answers to 
their data

Designers can create visuals in report by 
simply double-clicking anywhere on the 
report canvas, and then using natural 
language to get started



Power BI Demo

Nat Van Gulck



Central Shielding Data

Daily COVID-19 
dashboard

NHS Test and Trace

PHE published Line List 
data

Power BI

API

Automate data downloads
Use Robotic Process Automation (RPA) where there is no 
available API.

NHS SEFT Portal

https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/

Formerly CTAS

Web portal

Web portal

Web portal





Today's Challenge

Context

COVID-19 has further emphasized the need for joint working between Local authorities 
and local NHS Partners to improve transfers of care along a “discharge to assess” 
model (see Warwickshire case study at https://aka.ms/ukpsworkshop) so the hospital 
social care teams can support people leaving hospital early.

Task

As a Local Authority analyst you have been asked to help develop an understanding of 
pressures at local NHS Partners and the impact that COVID-19 has had along with 
discharge trends and volumes.

https://aka.ms/ukpsworkshop


Demo

Nat Van Gulck



Workshop Intro

Nat Van Gulck



Today's Challenge [TBD – Nat Van Gulck]

Context
There has been an increase in the number of reported Covid-19 cases in your 

borough and the press are covering this at an alarming pace every day. The public 
are interested in better understanding who is infected and what leaders in your 
borough are doing to mitigate an outbreak. You’ve been informed that your 
borough is supporting the NHS’s roll-out of the new mass testing, and the Leader 
will be delivering the news in a press conference at 5pm today. 

Task
Before any of that, the Leader would like to better understand what's going on 

in the borough and...
Using PowerBI, can you show... using the datasets available publicly to support 

your borough leader to shape the narrative?



Today's Challenge

Context

COVID-19 has further emphasized the need for joint working between Local authorities 
and local NHS Partners to improve transfers of care along a “discharge to assess” 
model (see Warwickshire case study at https://aka.ms/ukpsworkshop) so the hospital 
social care teams can support people leaving hospital early.

Task

As a Local Authority analyst you have been asked to help develop an understanding of 
pressures at local NHS Partners and the impact that COVID-19 has had along with 
discharge trends and volumes.

https://aka.ms/ukpsworkshop


Signing in

1. Open a private browser session
2. Go to https://app.powerbi.com
3. Sign in using credentials provided (see screenshot)
4. Navigate to the Power BI workspace associated with your username
5. Select the “COVID Analysis” report
6. Select “Edit” in the toolbar
7. Right-click the “Overview” page and select “Duplicate”
8. Modify, delete and create your own charts
9. Add as many new report pages as you need

10. Regularly save your work by going to “File > Save”

Question? Please ask in meeting chat or come off mute.

https://app.powerbi.com/


Workshop
1. Open a private browser session

2. Go to https://app.powerbi.com

3. Sign in using credentials provided

4. Navigate to the Power BI workspace 
associated with your username

5. Select the “COVID Analysis” report

6. Select “Edit” in the toolbar

7. Right-click the “Overview” page and 
select “Duplicate”

8. Modify, delete and create your own 
charts

9. Add as many new report pages as you 
need

10. Regularly save your work by going to 
“File > Save”

Context

COVID-19 has further emphasized the 
need for joint working between Local 
authorities and local NHS Partners to 
improve transfers of care along a 
“discharge to assess” model (see 
Warwickshire case study at 
https://aka.ms/ukpsworkshop) so the 
hospital social care teams can support 
people leaving hospital early.

Task

As a Local Authority analyst you have 
been asked to help develop an 
understanding of pressures at local 
NHS Partners and the impact that 
COVID-19 has had along with 
discharge trends and volumes.

Question? Please ask in meeting chat or come off mute.

https://app.powerbi.com/
https://aka.ms/ukpsworkshop


Presentations intro

Onyeka Onyekwelu
Strategic Engagement Manager – London Office of 
Technology and Innovation (LOTI)

Rebecca Mackenzie
Account Technology Strategist, Local Regional 
Government - Microsoft



Agenda

2:00 – 2:05 pm

Introduction – Onyeka Onyekwelu and Rebecca Mackenzie

2:05 - 2:15 pm

Presentation 1 + Q&A

2:15 – 2:25 pm

Presentation 2 + Q&A

2:25 – 2:35 pm

Presentation 3 + Q&A

2:35 – 2:45 pm

Presentation 4 + Q&A

2:45 – 2:55 pm

Presentation 5 + Q&A

2:55 – 3:00 pm

Close



Power BI Workshop Winners



#1 – User5

Ripon Miah
Apprenticeship 
Levy Manager, 
Tower Hamlets 



Source https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/ licensed under Open Government Licence v3.0

https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/


Source https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/ licensed under Open Government Licence v3.0

https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/


#2 – User58

Shaun Madziva
Systems Support 

Apprentice, 
Southwark Council



Source https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/ licensed under Open Government Licence v3.0

https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/


#3 – User50

Pooja Majur 
Krishnadas

Process Engineer



Source https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/ licensed under Open Government Licence v3.0

https://www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/covid-19-hospital-activity/
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/


Goodbye

Onyeka Onyekwelu
Strategic Engagement Manager – London Office of 
Technology and Innovation (LOTI)

Rebecca Mackenzie
Account Technology Strategist, Local Regional 
Government - Microsoft


